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ALTERNATIVE ENGLISH

Paper : ALTE (BA)-401

( Prore, Poetry, Play and Language Skills )

( PART : A-os.rEcrrvE )

( Marks : 16 )

Each Etestion canries 2 marlcs

1. What kind of advice did Sitwell receive just before
going to school?
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3. How does the author describe Southcott as he
prepares to bat?
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5. who is the mastermind behind the plan to outsmart
Wasserkopf ? How is the plan impllmented?
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7. why did the villagers want the scorpion to sit still?
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. ( 4th Semester )

ALTERNATTVE ENGLISH

Paper : ALTE (BA)-401

I prose, poctry, play and Language Skills I

F.tll Marles :70 pass Marles : 41o/o

Time :3 hours

( PART : B_DEscRrrnvE )

( Marks: 54 )

.^ Tlrc figares in the margin indimte fuil mrrrks
I nr fine questionsI
I
' 1. What, according to Sitwell, could probably be

the best ye€rrs of life? Give reasons. 10

Or

How was religion viewed in Shaw,s youth?
What is the only religion of the futtrre
according to Shaw?
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Disgust is aroused when the body senses
a danger to the immunity or the physiologr
of the human. Ttre disgusted memory is
associated with alerting tl:e brain of
a potentially dangerous substance. A few
studies have shown that the encoding
triggered in adaptive memory for problems
is stronger than any other behaviour. This
makes us instantly have a disgusted
exprqssion at the sight of something that
makes us uncomfortable or uneasy. These
expressions are also closely linked to self_
proteqtive communication.
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